
Initials in the Margins 
of Large Size Proofs and Sheets 

Introduction 

This section explains the initials found in the margins of uncut sheets of United States currency. 

Three different groups of tradesmen added their initials to BEP plates: (1) siderographers, (2) plate 

finishers and (3) plate printers. 

Siderographers were the men who operated the transfer presses that were used to transfer images 

from dies to printing plates using the Perkins steel roll transfer process. They also carried out alterations to 

the plates. 

Plate finishers burnished out all defects such as burrs, scratches, nicks, etc., from the newly laid-in 

or altered plates, as well as other finishing tasks. 

Plate printers obviously were the people who operated the presses used to print notes from the 

plates. 

The initials of the tradesmen were added to plates as a quality control measure; specifically, to 

reveal exactly who worked on or with a plate in case some problem arose. 

Printer Initials 

Printers were the first tradesmen who were required to add their initials to currency plates. Their 

initials appeared at least as early as 1878, and likely before. Their use ceased near the end of February 1919. 

A plate with one of the earliest printer initials that either Doug Murray or I have observed is a 

fascinating $1000 Series of 1880 silver certificate bearing Scofield-Gilfillan signatures. The proof was 

lifted to prove the plate after it had been altered from the 1878 design, and as shown on Figure 1, it already 

exhibited four sets of initials. They represent four printings made from the 1878 version of the plate, the 

Chapter N5 
by 

Peter Huntoon 

Figure 1. The earliest plate printer initials I found are those in the upper left margin of this 

proof from a $1000 Series of 1880 Silver Certificate plate bearing Scofield-Gilfillan signatures. 

The proof was lifted from the plate after it had been altered into this form from what originally 

was a Series of 1878 plate. The initials were applied during the course of four printings made 

from the Series of 1878 version of the plate. The earliest may date from 1878. Incidentally, no 

printings were made from the Series of 1880 Scofield-Gilfillan formulation that is illustrated 

here. 
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earliest probably dating from 

1878 when the plate was first 

used. 

Each printer used a 

steel punch containing his 

initials to stamp them into the 

margin of a plate when he 

checked the plate out from 

the plate vault. The initials 

were applied prior to using 

the plate on a press. The 

pressman would set the 

punch against the plate and 

with a sharp blow from a 

suitable hammer impress his 

initials from the punch into 

the plate. 

The first initials 

generally were placed to the 

left in the top margin, and 

from there walked across the 

top of the plate to the right. In 

the extreme, the initials kept 

right on walking down the 

right margin as shown on 

Figure 2. 

Many proofs and 

sheets exhibit a pair of fine 

parallel lines across the top 

margin that served as guides for the placement of the initials. The latest initials - that is the right-most - 

revealed to inspectors who printed a given sheet. 

If you have notes or copies of proofs from the same plate, you often can determine how many press 

runs were made up through the time the notes or proofs were printed. Two cautions are in order here. The 

first is that sometimes some of the initial may have been trimmed away. The second is that care must be 

exercised in interpreting the timing of the initials. 

The printer’s initials begin at the far-left side of proofs and notes, so the earliest sometimes were 

trimmed away along with excess selvage. Don’t always expect to see the initials of the fellow who printed 

your number 1 brown back or red seal national, even though it still has a top margin. There is a good chance 

that his initials were trimmed away with along with the excess left selvage before the sheet was delivered 

to the bank. 

Figure 2. This proof drawn 

from this $5 Original/1875 

series border plate for Vermont 

nationals exhibits a lengthy 

record of use in the form of 

dozens of printer initials across 

the top and right side. In fact, 

several of the printers used the 

plate more than once. 
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As for timing, consider a collector who owns a Series of 1902 red seal national bank note with 3 

pairs of printer initials across the top. Let=s also assume that he has copies of the certified proofs from the 

red seal and date back versions of the same plate from the National Numismatic Collection. He will notice 

there are no printer initials on the 1902 red seal proof, whereas there may be 8 on the 1902 date back proof. 

This variability is easily explained. The plate had never seen service at the time the red seal proof 

was lifted from it, so, of course, that proof has no printer initials. Later, after the plate was altered into a 

date back face, it already contained all the initials of the printers who had used it to print red seals. In this 

case, the number of red seal printings was 8, so there were 8 sets of initials when the date back proof was 

drawn. 

The collector=s red seal has three sets of initials, so obviously his note was printed during the 3rd 

Figure 3. Sets of both green and black printer initials are superimposed across the top margin 

of this Series of 1875 back from a 10-10-10-20 sheet issued to The Fulton National Bank of 

Lancaster, PA, charter 2634. The different colors come from the two plates required to print 

the backs. Heritage Auction Archives photo. 

Figure 4. A serial number 2 red seal with partial printer initials SH that date from the first 

printing from the plate. SH stamped his initials on the plate before the print run. Often the 

first set or sets of initials were trimmed away along with the excess selvage on the left margin. 

Heritage Auction Archives photo. 
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press run if it is assumed that none of the initials were trimmed away. 

More initials were added when the blue seal date and plain back printings were made in the future. 

No list of plate printers has been compiled. There were far too many of them. After all, there were 

a couple of hundred plate printers manning spider presses every day for decades before power presses began 

to cut a swath through their ranks. 

Siderographer and Plate Finisher Initials 

Siderographer initials began to appear on currency plates in mid-May 1906. Plate finisher initials 

began to be used almost three years later, first appearing in April 1909. 

The siderographer initials on national bank notes usually are found to the right of the centering 

marker along the bottom margin of the sheet. They generally lie to the far left in the bottom margins on 

type note sheets. The plate finisher initials usually were placed to the right of the siderographer=s. However, 

the proofs are rife with exceptions to these placements. 

Generally, both siderographer and finisher initials are very neat and well formed in appearance. 

They were not applied using punches. Instead, they were rolled in from transfer rolls on transfer presses, 

identically to the laying-in of design elements. 

Philatelists long ago compiled lists of the siderographers and plate finishers from BEP employment 

rolls. They identified just about all of them, and their very useful lists are included here as Table 1. The 

same men worked on both stamp and currency plates so the philatelic lists work for us as well. Only 

occasionally do I find a set of initials that isn’t on their lists. They did a thorough job, but the very nature 

of their quest defied completion. 

Sometimes, as you analyze a particular note or proof, you will be confused as to whether a set of 

initials belongs to a siderographer or plate finisher based on its placement. However, you can sort out which 

is which once you find the initials on Table 1. 

You can find more than one set of siderographer or finisher initials on sheets or proofs from the 

same plate. In some instances, more than one siderographer worked on a given plate such as occurred with 

the Dunbar $5 proof shown on Figure 8. In this case Clinton M Hisle laid in everything except the bank 

signatures and Samuel S. Ludlum did the finishing work. The plate was certified October 15, 1928. 

However, the bankers ordered bank signatures so those were laid in by John A. Mooney, so the plate was 

recertified November 6th after his work was completed. 

Figure 5. The earliest siderographer initials that I have found on a currency plate are those of 

Alven D. Whittington on the lower left corner of this Series of 1902 red seal 10-10-10-20 face 

plate proof from Hartford, Kansas, certified May 12, 1906. 
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Each time a plate was altered, the people involved in the alteration added their initials to those 

already on the plate. Consequently, the addition of initials to existing plates was especially common on 

national bank note face plates where alterations were routine. For example, a common alteration involved 

changing the security clause when red seal face plates were altered into date back faces following passage 

of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act in 1908. 

The last use of siderographer and plate finisher initials date from November 1928. The last 

examples I found were those of siderographers Clinton M. Hisle and Charles Vermeule who left their initials 

on the top of the Pacific National proof certified November 27th shown on Figure 9. Hisle laid in the face 

and Vermeule added the bank signatures. James Mark Bulter was the plate finisher. 

The era of siderographer and plate finisher initials on plates drew to a close just as small size plates 

began to be made. I have found them only on one group of small note proofs, the $1 Series of 1928 silver 

certificates face and back plates made in 1927-8 that were produced using roll transfer technology. See 

Figures 10 and 11. 

Figure 6. The earliest siderographer initials that I have found on a type note plate are those of 

William E. Franke on the lower left corner of this Series of 1899 $1 silver certificate from plate 

number 22068 bearing plate serial number 3363, which was certified May 16, 1906. 

Figure 7. The earliest plate finisher initials that I have found are those of Charles H. Roll above 

the plate number 29481 on this Series of 1899 $1 silver certificate proof bearing plate serial 

number 5201 certified April 5, 1909. We don’t know the name of siderographer ECK. 
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Figure 8. This proof from an altered $5 Series of 1902 plate for The Dunbar National Bank 

sports three sets of siderographer initials. Clinton M. Hisle laid in the generic face design and 

Samuel S. Ludlum laid in the bank-specific information before the plate was first certified 

October 15, 1928. Next, John A. Mooney laid in the bank signatures so the plate was recertified 

November 6, 1928. Use of plate finisher initials became spotty in late 1928 and none were added 

to this plate. 

Figure 9. The proof for a new bank bearing the latest certification with both siderographer and plate finishers 

initials was this 10-10-10-20 Series of 1902 national from The Pacific National Bank of Seattle, charter 13230. 

Two siderographers put their initials on the top of this one, and the plate finisher added his to the bottom. 

Clinton M. Hisle laid in the generic face and bank-specific information, Charles Vermeule laid in the bank 

signatures and James Mark Butler did the finishing work. The plate was certified November 27, 1928. 
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Ironically the face plates in this group were of a design that was not adopted (Huntoon, 2007). They 

had a large ONE engraved to the right of the portrait. The problem with them was that the design was 

considered imperfect owing to the fact that the Treasury seal stood alone in the open field to the left of the 

portrait, making it easy for counterfeiters to photographically isolate the seal. 

Changes Adopted in 1919 

Two occurrences date to February 1919. The practice of stamping plate printer initials on plates 

ceased. This freed up the upper margin of the plates, so the decision was made to move siderographer 

initials up to the upper left corner and reserve the lower left corner exclusively for plate finisher initials. 

The first impacted national bank face plate was the Series of 1902 10-10-10-20 G-H-I-C plate for 

The Utica City National Bank, New York (1308) certified February 21, 1919. The last of the Series of 1882 

value back face plates also were caught up in the change with the first being the 5-5-5-5 M-N-O-P for The 

First National Bank of Los Angeles, California (2491) certified March 15th. The last lingering national 

bank face plate with initials across the bottom margin was the Series of 1902 5-5-5-5 A-B-C-D plate for 

The Peoples National Bank of Patterson, Pennsylvania (9678) certified March 16, 1919. 

These changes also were applied to type note plates. For example, the first silver certificate Series 

of 1899 $1 with the new layout was a Teehee-Burke plate certified March 1, 1919. The last with the former 

layout was certified March 3rd. 

Figure 10. The last use of both 

siderographer and plate 

finisher initials that I have seen 

on a proof from a small size 

note plate is from face plate 

114873, plate serial number 

33, for the unadopted $1 Series 

of 1928 silver certificates. 

Siderographer Samuel S. 

Ludlum=s initials are in the top 

margin whereas those of plate 

finisher Ralph F. Wurtz are in 

the lower margin on this proof. 

This plate was certified August 

16, 1928, before production of 

the last of the large note plates 

ceased 

Figure 11. This proof is from 

one of the very last, if not the 

last, small note plates with 

initials. It is from plate 114974, 

plate serial number 111, 

another plate certified on 

August 16, 1928. It carries 

Samuel DeBinder’s initials, a 

siderographer who had the 

distinction of being the fellow 

who laid in the red frame plate 

used to print the 24-cent 

inverted Jenny airmail stamps. 

The plate finisher didn’t add 

his initials to this monopoly 

back plate. 
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Plate Histories 

You can deduce a great deal about the history of a plate and the men who worked with it if you 

have a series of sheets or scans of certified proofs from it. This type of analysis is especially applicable to 

large size national bank note plates because the plates often were altered over the course of the life of the 

plate. Consequently, proofs exist at the beginning of each new stage in its life that contain a record of 

everything that went before. 

Figures 13 and 14 reveal how this record can be unraveled from the margins of a series of proofs 

from a national bank note plate that had undergone two alterations. 

Electrolytic Plates 

Plates made using electrolytic deposition of metal on altos did not require the services of 

siderographers or plate finishers, so those plates don’t carry initials from these tradesmen. Electrolytic 

currency plates came into use starting with production of $1 Series of 1923 backs during November 1924. 

Electroforming gradually supplanted the roll transfer process as the technology was perfected. Thereafter 

the high-use plates made to print large size type notes and backs for Series of 1902 national bank notes 

were electroformed. 

The use of siderographer and finisher initials ceased near the end of 1928, coinciding with the 

plummeting need for their services. As a result, they did not appear on the last of the Series of 1902 national 

bank note face plates, which continued to be made using roll transfer technology well into 1929. 

Pioneering Philatelic Research 

We owe a debt of gratitude to the serious group of philatelic researchers, especially John Meek, 

who early on pursued the significance of plate margin initials, and who compiled the names of 

siderographers and plate finishers. Meek authored a long series of articles on the topic in The U. S. 

Specialist. 

Philatelist Doug D’Avino maintains a valuable website that deals with printer initials on U. S. stamp 

plates, which is cited below. A comparison of the periods during which various types of initials appear on 

currency plates presented here and similar data for stamp plates on D’Avino=s web sites reveals that usage 

of all types of initials on currency plates predates usage on stamp plates. In the extreme, plate printers were 

putting their initials on currency plates more than 20 years before philatelists find them on stamp plates. 

Acknowledgment 

Doug Murray was particularly helpful in providing information and reviewing this manuscript. 

Philatelist Doug D’Avino provided Table 1. James O’Donnell, curator, National Postal Museum, provided 

scans for the Jenny invert on Figure 11. 

Figure 12. The stamping of plate printer initials across the top margin of plates ceased at the end 

of February 1919, so siderographer initials were moved to the upper left corner. The plate finisher 

initials were left in the lower left corner. 
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Figure 13. History of the making and alteration of the Series of 1882 10-10-10-20 plate for The 

Tempe National Bank, Arizona. (1) Top: territorial brown back without siderographer or plate 

finisher initials because the requirement to add initials had not gone into effect at the time this 

plate was made in February 1901. (2) Middle: territorial date back with only siderographer 

John P. Perry’s initials because plate finisher initials were not required on plates when Perry 

altered it into a date back face in March 1909. (3) Bottom: state date back with newly added 

initials for siderographers Alven D. Whittington and Walter H. Doxen, each of whom did 

different work on the plate during the alteration. Although finisher initials are expected, none 

appear probably because additional finishing was not required with this alteration. 
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This chapter is from The Encyclopedia of U. S. National Bank Notes published jointly by the National Currency 

Foundation (www.nationalcurrencyfoundation.com) and Society of Paper Money Collectors (www.spmc.org). 

Figure 14. Printing history for the Series of 1882 10-10-10-20 plate for The Tempe National 

Bank, Arizona. (1) Top: Territorial brown back with no printer initials because the plate was 

brand new. (2) Middle: Territorial date back where all of the initials are the printers who 

printed the brown backs prior to the plate being altered into a date back face. (3) Bottom: State 

date back where all the initials starting with JAG were printers who printed the territorial date 

backs before the plate was altered into a state plate. The plate will go on to print state notes 

and new printer initials will be added. 
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Table 1.  List of siderographers and plate finishers whose initials are found on Bureau of
Engraving and Printing plates.
Data from D'Avino (initials).

Siderographers Plate Finishers Plate Finishers
AB Andrew Black AAB Aloysius A Baldus MJK Michael J Kennedy
ADH Andrew D Headley ABK Andrew B Kennedy MM Michael Morgan
ADW Alven D Whittington ACN Arthur C Noble OB Orville J Butler
AEF Albert E Fischer AEF Albert E Fischer PEH Phillip E Hardie
AOD Allen O Dickey ALC Adam L Chapman RD Robert Dailey
ARG Alfred R Gould AWL Albert W Leger RFW Ralph F Wurtz
BG Benjamin Goldsworthy CCB Charles C Brumm RJL Robert J Little
BMC Bernard Michael Connelly CDeB Clyde V DeBinder SPA Samuel P Abbott
CAH Charles A Hall CFM Charles F Malloy SWL Sidney W Lawrence
CIR Clarence I Ronsaville CHR Charles H Roll TAMcG Thomas A McGaffin
CMH Clinton M Hisle CIR Clarence I Ronsaville TBJ Thomas B Jones, Sr.
CV Charles Vermeule CMH Clinton M Hisle WEF William E Franke
CVDeB Clyde Volchester DeBinder CSG Charles S Gay WES Walter E Spring
DF David Finkelstein DRMcL Donald R McLeod WFB William F Blue
DHS Dennis H Sherman EAS Eugene A Smith WJ Walter Jahnke
DL David Lorenz ECW Edward C Wildt WK William R Kern
DMC Daniel M Clancy ED Edward Doe WMD Walter M. Doxon
DWMcC Daniel W McCallum EDG Everett D Green WP unknown
ECS Edward C Smith EH Edward Hein WRB William R Brown
EH Edward Hein EHH Edward H Helmuth used through 1911
EHH Edward H Holmes ELS Edwin L Shankle WRB unknown
EPM Edgar P Marshall ELT Edward L Tucker used in 1923 and later
ESS Evan S Stokes EME Edwin M Earle WRK unknown
FAMcG Felix A McGuire FAG Frank A Green WTB unknown
FLA Frank L Adrian FAM Frank Alexander Martie WTP William T Powers
FPL Frank P Lauderback FAMcG Felix A McGuire WW William Wapple
FWMcN Frank W McNally FB Franklin Butler WWM William W Malone
GFH George F Henlock FBB Frank Brahler
GLD George L Dant FJV Ferdinand J Voight
GLH George L Huber FNC Fairfax N Coakley
GRM George R Mason GEJ George E Jacobs
GWB George Washington Barber GHD George H Davis
GWR George W Reid GLH George L Huber
HCL Herbert C. Leach GS Gabriel Swart
HLC Harvey L Cote GTT George T Tyser
HMC Harold M Clarvoe GW Gus. Willie
HMW Herbert M Williams HCL Herbert C Leach
HWW Harry W Wolstenholme HK unknown
JAM John A Mooney HMC Harold M Clarvoe
JAMcC J A McCaskie HMW Herbert M Williams
JCF James C Filgate HSB Herman S Batch
JCN John C Newman HWW Harry W Wolstenholme
JCR John C Rout IBC Irving B Cohen
JF John B Fischer JAC Joseph A Clark
JF Joseph F Fitzgerald, Jr. JCR John C Rout
different men working different periods JEP John E Posey
JHS John H Silbert, Jr. JES John E Schaeffer
JIG Joseph I Griffith JF John B Fischer
JLH Joseph L Heffern JF Joseph Forrester
JP John Prender different men working different periods
JPP John P Perry JFH John F Hardy
JTF John T Ford JHK James H Kates
JTWM James T W Miller JJM James J Murray
LBB Lloyd B Brooke JJMacD John J McDonald
LSG Leroy S Goldsworthy JJMcD John J McDonald
MAD Marcus A Davis McDonald used both sets of initials
MRG Morris R George JMB James Mark Butler
OHH Orville H Herlocker JMcF Joseph McFate
PEH Phillip E Hardie JMH John M Hackley
PW Paul Worksman JMW James M Walsh
RB Rudolph Bender JPL Joseph P Lennon
S DeB Samuel DeBinder JR John Reding
SSL Samuel S Ludlum JSS Jake S Seitz
SWL Sidney W Lawrence JWB Joseph W Butler
WBM Wilson B Miller JWG James W Gessford
WD Walter H Doxen JWK unknown
WEF William E Franke LBS Leo B Schuyler
WHMS William H M Snyder LM Luck Marks
WMcA William A McAleer LRM Lawrence R. Murray
WMcM William McManus LSG Leroy S Goldsworthy
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